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1. Int. Gross Const. Area — 381,9  m² 
 a. Upper Level — 139,4 m²
 b. Lower Level — 186,1 m²
 c. Basement — 56,4 m²
2. Covered Terraces — 30,55 m²
3. Uncovered Terraces — 12,5 m²
4. Rooftop Terraces — 82 m²
5. Technical Areas — 32,8 m²
 a. Lower Level — 32,8 m²
6. Garage — 62,6 m²
7. Pool — 10 m x 4 m

— Int. Gross Const. Area
+ Technical Areas
+ Garage (1+5+6)

— Total Area (1+2+3+4+5+6) — 602,4 m²

477,3 m²

( all areas shown in this page are gross )
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Exterior
Enclosure of the Plot
Stacked natural stone perimeter walls, painted white.
Automated entrance gates and garage access doors.
CCTV and security cameras’ system

Structure
Foundations
Deeply buried reinforced concrete.

Pillars
Reinforced concrete.

Nogging
For better soundproofing and as a barrier against 
possible water infiltration, we have opted to use a 
system which comprises solid reinforced concrete 
slabs.

Exterior elements
Façade
The façades have whitewashed natural stone 
cladding or traditional lime mortar and paint;
the interior finish is plaster and paint.

Swimming Pools
9.9m x 3.9m in-ground concrete swimming pool, 
with a modern chlorine treatment system, heating 
pump and automatic roll cover.
Pool interior finish in white Portuguese White 
Estremoz, or equivalent,  marble large tiles [various 
sizes]. Surrounding platform deck in solid New Riga 
wood, or equivalent.

Garage
Each house has a private garage for 3 vehicles fitted 
with plugs to charge electric cars.
The garage has direct indoor connection with the 
villa through a private lift and a staircase.

Gardens
The gardens, designed by Promontorio Architects, 
are fully landscaped and equipped with automated 
irrigation and lighting programming systems.

Front Door
Reinforced timber door with high security magnetic 
lock.

Windows
Ottima, or equivalent frame systems in "Villa Angie" 
anodised aluminium, or equivalent. 

Tilt & turn and sliding windows with rim profiles with 
reinforced binding polyamides for an improved 
thermal insulation performance. Toughened 6mm 
double glass (38mm) allowing optimized resistance 
and best thermal performance.
Perimeter vertical profiles with 20mm thickness 
prepared for a superior thermal, water and air 
permeability performances.

Terraces and balconies
Covered and uncovered terraces finished in Vidraço 
Ataíja Azul stone, or equivalent.
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Interior elements
Partitions
Partition walls with thermal and acoustic Diasen 
DIATHONITE THERMACTIVE mortar, levelled with 
Diasen ULTRAFINE plaster and finished with Diasen 
off white LIMEPAINT. 

Interior finishes
Irregular Vidraço Ataíja Azul stone, or equivalent will 
be used to tile all common areas’ floors.
Bedrooms will be finished in New Riga solid wood 
flooring, or equivalent. En suite bathrooms will have 
walls, floors and washbasins in different Portuguese 
marbles: White and Pink Estremoz and Verde Viana, 
or equivalent.

Real ceilings in thermal and acoustic Diasen 
DIATHONITE THERMACTIVE mortar, levelled with 
Diasen ULTRAFINE plaster and finished with Diasen 
white LIMEPAINT. 

Plasterboard suspended ceilings to be finished with 
Diasen ULTRAFINE plaster and finished with Diasen 
white LIMEPAINT. Integrated coves with indirect 
lighting in specific areas (bathrooms, stairs, etc).

The walls are finished with Diasen off-white 
LIMEPAINT or equivalent.

Cabinetry
Painted timber and MDF.
Custom-designed spacious fully fitted wardrobes 
and walk-in closets with integrated lighting. Doors 
and frames in painted solid wood and interior 
structures in painted MDF. 

Bathrooms
En suite bathrooms will be finished in different 
Portuguese marbles: White Estremoz, or equivalent 

in master bathrooms, Pink Estremoz or equivalent 
and Verde Viana, or equivalent in the others.

Custom-designed washbasins tops, in matching 
marbles, and under-counter furniture in personalised 
painted MDF.
Wall-mounted toilet and bidet by Duravit or 
equivalent with in-wall tank flush by Geberit or 
equivalent.

Bronze-finish taps, showers and flush plates by Cea 
Design, or equivalent.

Free-standing bathtub in master bathrooms by 
Agape or equivalent.

Kitchen
Kitchens are custom-designed with spacious painted 
wood cabinets.

Fully fitted and equipped with latest Bosch 
appliances or equivalent.

Estremoz marble, or equivalent countertops, 
skirtings and shelves.

BBQ \ Bar \ Outdoor Kitchen on Terrace
Outdoor infrastructures for free-standing movable 
worktop systems. 

Elevator
Hydraulic Lift Deck.

Fireplace
Wood burning traditional fireplace, 
custom-designed and finished in Portuguese 
traditional handmade tiles.



Service installations
Sanitations Facilities
An integrated PVC system filters any unpleasant 
odours when draining water.

Plumbing
The general water network and internal distribution 
system uses cross-linked polyethylene pipes. This 
material is resistant to all types of corrosion, does 
not produce lime scale, does not affect the 
characteristics of the water and has a low coefficient 
of conductivity which reduces heat loss.

Climate Control & Hot Water
Domestic hot water is produced by Viessmann solar 
panels and DAIKIN, or equivalent ground source 
geothermal heat pump.

Hydraulic under-floor heating in living areas, 
bedrooms and bathrooms with thermostatic control 
to each zone.

Energy efficiency is maximized due to heat 
exchanges in an appropriate device (distributor) 
which will minimize the operation of the outdoor 
climate control unit.

The solar panels on the roof make the water heating, 
under-floor heating and swimming pool, being 
supported by a high efficiency ground source 
geothermal heat pump.

Electricity, Telephone System, Internet & TV
Switches and sockets: Berker R. Classic series, or 
equivalent.
Indoor and outdoor door Communication system by 
Gira, or equivalent.
A Home Automation System by Domotica or 
equivalent will allow the control of the lighting, 

alarm, underfloor heating and air conditioning. All 
the infrastructure for audio and video distribution 
will be implemented.

All the rooms, including the kitchen, have Wi-Fi, 
telephone and TV points with an option of tuning in 
to several international channels.

Security
Each villa has an alarm system that is connected to 
Ombria Resort’s central security office.

Security system including control panel, room 
sensors, smoke detector and alarm.

Pedestrian Access is controlled by CCTV camera.

Viceroy at Ombria Resort, Algarve, and the Viceroy Residences at Ombria 
Resort, Algarve, are not owned, developed, sold or marketed by Viceroy 
Cayman, Ltd., Viceroy International Holdings Ltd. or any of their respective 
affiliates (collectively, “Viceroy”). QdO Hotel SA, the developer of Viceroy at 
Ombria Resort, Algarve, uses the “Viceroy” name and marks in and in 
connection with “VICEROY AT OMBRIA RESORT, ALGARVE”, “VICEROY 
RESIDENCES AT OMBRIA RESORT, ALGARVE”, “VICEROY RESIDENCES 
AT OMBRIA RESORT” and “VICEROY AT OMBRIA RESORT” under a limited 
license from Viceroy.

The information on this brochure is purely indicative, does not form part of 
any contract and may be subject to change without prior notice for 
technical, commercial or legal reasons. All artist renderings are for illustrative 
purposes only and are subject to change without notification.
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